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This is your blank slate ... 
Corridor Rail Development provides you full input on how you 

would like your passenger trains to be designed. Do what’s best 

for your passengers, your operating and maintenance 

personnel and your budget. 

It’s all up to your many choices.

BEGIN HERE
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The Bi-Level Fleet is the only available uniform 

Fleet of intercity 110-mph cars in the U.S.

Corridor Rail Development Corporation, working with its highly respected 
professional design and build partners Railway Products Group and Mid America 
Rail Car, offers a bi-level fleet of cars designed to provide

• Maximum fleet utility and flexibility

• Complete passenger comfort and modern
amenities

• Advanced safety features

• Full Americans With Disabilities Act compliance

• Onboard services and train and engine crew
efficiences and conveniences

• Level boarding for quick entraining and
detraining and adherence to published
schedules

• Thoughtful ease of maintenance

• All features designed for highest return on
investment leading to greatest possible
farebox recovery and least necessary subsidy.

RPG
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Bi-Level Coach Car Sample

Customer chooses seat pitch and configuration. 

Each coach can seat 96 to 108 passengers on two levels. 

Meets all ADA requirements. 

Customer chooses all interior and exterior finishes and amenities. 

Designed for fast, safe entraining and detraining.
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Bi-Level Business Class Car Sample

Customer chooses seat pitch and configuration. 

Each business class car can seat 9o+ passengers on two levels. 

Meets all ADA requirements. 

Customer chooses all interior and exterior finishes and amenities. 

Designed for fast, safe entraining and detraining.
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Bi-Level Business Class, Cafe 

Combination Sample

Customer chooses seat pitch and configuration. 

Each business class/cafe car can seat 32+ passengers on two levels plus cafe 
area. 

Meets all ADA requirements. 

Customer chooses all interior and exterior finishes and amenities. 

Designed for fast, safe entraining and detraining.
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FRA Compliant

The Bi-Level fleet is in full compliance with rules and regulations as set forth by 
the Federal Railroad Administration. 

No new compliance testing is necessary as long as no major structural changes 
are made to the cars when the rebuilding/refurbishing process occurs. 

This considerably enhances the timeframe the cars can be available for revenue 
use.

Before and After

The North Carolina Department of 

Transportation’s Piedmont Service passenger 

car rebuilding process is an industry leader in 

taking cars to Age Zero and decades of service 

life to come. These photos, courtesy of NCDOT, 

show the extent of refurbishment, including 

all new mechanical systems, new air handling 

systems and completely new passenger 

furnishings and amenities, without any new 

FRA compliance testing necessary.
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Passenger Comfort

Comfortable passengers are happy passengers. 

Happy passengers are repeat passengers. 

Repeat passengers are the most desirable passengers because there is no 
ongoing marketing cost to attract them. 

Investing in passenger comfort brings financial rewards, year after year.

Tasteful, yet rugged and sturdy interior appointments 

provide a relaxing environment for passenger travel. 

Commuter passengers seek inviting spaces to either prepare 

for their day or unwind on the trip home.

Depending on your passenger demographics 

and desired future passengers, inviting 

lounge space for business class passengers or 

all passengers can be attractive revenue 

generators, helping to decrease the need for 

subsidies.
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Interior Design Coverings

Color choices set the tone. 

Customers may choose from a variety of ready color schemes, or invent your own. 

A variety of interior wall and floor coverings are also available. 

Whether choosing the right paint scheme or bold covering choices, the result will 
be finishes designed for durability and heavy use.
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Revenue Seating

Well chosen revenue passenger seating provides two benefits: comfort and 
convenience. 

Newly designed passenger train business class and coach seating exceeds 
passenger expectations with advanced personal amenities. 

Traditional seating is also available. 

Of course, all are available in a choice of colors and finishings.
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Passenger Amenities

Video screens and digital information signage throughout the Bi-Level fleet 
keeps passengers informed; courtesy electric outlets at each seat and elsewhere 
keeps passengers’ device batteries charged. WiFi is in every passenger car. 

Bicycle racks are a standard feature. 

Innovative lounge seating creates a pleasant travel atmosphere; at-seat food 
service provides a special feature for those who wish to dine without leaving 
their seat.
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ADA Compliance

All cars in the Bi-Level fleet are fully compliant with the Americans With 
Disabilities Act. Each car has at least one wheelchair tie-down on the lower level. 

Restrooms are fully ADA compliant. 

Easy-to-use wheelchair ramps are provided for each car, allowing train crews to 
safely entrain and detrain passengers requiring assistance.
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Passenger and Crew Pandemic-Related 

Health-Safe Design Concepts

The COVID-19 pandemic has altered the way many people choose to work, move 
around and live their lives mostly likely for years to come. The old ways of 
designing spaces for travel are being changed and updated to create a safe 
atmosphere for both employees and passengers. 

Corridor Rail Development Corporation offers equipment designs which meet the 
needs of crew and passengers while maintaining an understanding of efficiency 
and revenue-generating requirements.
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Food and Beverage Service

Revenue generated by food and beverage service can be enhanced by offering 
attractive seating areas, an appealing display of food and beverage choices, and 
the ability of service personnel to serve passengers efficiently by having a well-
organized and easily accessible work space. 

A wide variety of seating, counter and service space designs are available, along 
with choice of overall decor.
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T&E Crew Convenience

The Bi-Level fleet has been designed for efficient operation by train and engine 
crews as well as onboard services employees. 

Each car can be equipped with train-line pocket doors. All train consist doors can 
be opened/closed by a single operator at one vestibule location. 

Low-level boarding removes the need for trapdoors and step-stools which allows 
for faster entraining and detraining.
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Quick Entraining and Detraining

The Bi-Level fleet’s well-proven design, with modern improvements, make them 
ideal passenger vehicles for quick passenger entraining and detraining, helping 
to maintain train schedules. 

Automatic train-line doors, platform-level boarding, a straight interior staircase 
and thoughtful placement of luggage racks and other amenities allow 
passengers quick ease of movement inside the train.
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Exterior Design Features

How do you prefer your car exteriors? 

Whether it’s the original stainless steel design with a discreet letterboard or a 
colorful array of route/service colors, you choose the exterior presentation. 

Choose as much or little color and decorations as you like, in any color 
combination you prefer.
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Campus Car Option

Corridor Rail Development Corporation present the Campus Car; passenger cars 
designed for college students and short distance economy travel. 

Campus Cars are fully equipped with WiFi and electrical outlets and individual 
seat lighting, but have a tighter seat pitch with 110+ revenue seats. 

The interiors have more rugged and durable finishes. Fully ADA compliant and can 
be configured to meet pandemic-related concerns.



James E. Coston, Executive Chairman 

Corridor Rail Development Corporation 

Chicago, Illinois 

312-480-2014 • JC@ccrail.com

www.corridorrail.com

Thanks for sampling our 

Bi-Level Design Catalog. 

This provides just a 

taste of the many 

choices available for 

complete customization 

of your new Fleet.
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